Text-level discourse parsing remains a challenge: most approaches employ features that fail to capture the intentional, semantic, and syntactic aspects that govern discourse coherence. In this paper, we propose a recursive model for discourse parsing that jointly models distributed representations for clauses, sentences, and entire discourses. The learned representations can to some extent learn the semantic and intentional import of words and larger discourse units automatically,. The proposed framework obtains comparable performance regarding standard discoursing parsing evaluations when compared against current state-of-art systems.
Introduction
In a coherent text, units (clauses, sentences, and larger multi-clause groupings) are tightly connected semantically, syntactically, and logically. Mann and Thompson (1988) define a text to be coherent when it is possible to describe clearly the role that each discourse unit (at any level of grouping) plays with respect to the whole. In a coherent text, no unit is completely isolated. Discourse parsing tries to identify how the units are connected with each other and thereby uncover the hierarchical structure of the text, from which multiple NLP tasks can benefit, including text summarization (Louis et al., 2010) , sentence compression (Sporleder and Lapata, 2005) or questionanswering (Verberne et al., 2007) .
Despite recent progress in automatic discourse segmentation and sentence-level parsing (e.g., (Fisher and Roark, 2007; Joty et al., 2012; Soricut and Marcu, 2003) , document-level discourse parsing remains a significant challenge. Recent attempts (e.g., (Hernault et al., 2010b; Feng and Hirst, 2012; Joty et al., 2013) ) are still considerably inferior when compared to human goldstandard discourse analysis. The challenge stems from the fact that compared with sentence-level dependency parsing, the set of relations between discourse units is less straightforward to define. Because there are no clause-level 'parts of discourse' analogous to word-level parts of speech, there is no discourse-level grammar analogous to sentence-level grammar. To understand how discourse units are connected, one has to understand the communicative function of each unit, and the role it plays within the context that encapsulates it, taken recursively all the way up for the entire text. Manually developed features relating to words and other syntax-related cues, used in most of the recent prevailing approaches (e.g., (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Hernault et al., 2010b) ), are insufficient for capturing such nested intentionality.
Recently, deep learning architectures have been applied to various natural language processing tasks (for details see Section 2) and have shown the advantages to capture the relevant semantic and syntactic aspects of units in context. As word distributions are composed to form the meanings of clauses, the goal is to extend distributed clauselevel representations to the single-and multisentence (discourse) levels, and produce the hierarchical structure of entire texts.
Inspired by this idea, we introduce in this paper a deep learning approach for discourse parsing. The proposed parsing algorithm relies on a recursive neural network to decide (1) whether two discourse units are connected and if so (2) by what relation they are connected. Concretely, the parsing algorithm takes as input a document of any length, and first obtains the distributed representation for each of its sentences using recursive convolution based on the sentence parse tree. It then proceeds bottom-up, applying a binary classifier to determine the probability of two adjacent discourse units being merged to form a new subtree followed by a multi-class classifier to select the appropriate discourse relation label, and calculates the distributed representation for the subtree so formed, gradually unifying subtrees until a single overall tree spans the entire sentence. The compositional distributed representation enables the parser to make accurate parsing decisions and capture relations between different sentences and units. The binary and multi-class classifiers, along with parameters involved in convolution, are jointly trained from a collection of gold-standard discourse structures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Section 2 and describe the RST Discourse Treebank in Section 3. The sentence convolution approach is illustrated in Section 4 and the discourse parser model in Section 5. We report experimental results in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
Related Work

Discourse Analysis and Parsing
The basis of discourse structure lies in the recognition that discourse units (minimally, clauses) are related to one another in principled ways, and that the juxtaposition of two units creates a joint meaning larger than either unit's meaning alone. In a coherent text this juxtaposition is never random, but serves the speaker's communicative goals.
Considerable work on linguistic and computational discourse processing in the 1970s and 80s led to the development of several proposals for relations that combine units; for a compilation see (Hovy and Maier, 1997) . Of these the most influential is Rhetorical Structure Theory RST (Mann and Thompson, 1988 ) that defines about 25 relations, each containing semantic constraints on its component parts plus a description of the overall functional/semantic effect produced as a unit when the parts have been appropriately connected in the text. For example, the SOLUTIONHOOD relation connects one unit describing a problem situation with another describing its solution, using phrases such as "the answer is"; in successful communication the reader will understand that a problem is described and its solution is given.
Since there is no syntactic definition of a problem or solution (they can each be stated in a single clause, a paragraph, or an entire text), one has to characterize discourse units by their communicative (rhetorical) function. The functions are reflected in text as signals of the author's intentions, and take various forms (including expressions such as "therefore", "for example", "the answer is", and so on; patterns of tense or pronoun usage; syntactic forms; etc.). The signals govern discourse blocks ranging from a clause to an entire text , each one associated with some discourse relation.
In order to build a text's hierarchical structure, a discourse parser needs to recognize these signals and use them to appropriately compose the relationship and nesting. Early approaches (Marcu, 2000a; LeThanh et al., 2004) rely mainly on overt discourse markers (or cue words) and use handcoded rules to build text structure trees, bottom-up from clauses to sentences to paragraphs. . . . Since a hierarchical discourse tree structure is analogous to a constituency based syntactic tree, modern research explored syntactic parsing techniques (e.g., CKY) for discourse parsing based on multiple text-level or sentence-level features (Soricut and Marcu, 2003; Reitter, 2003; Baldridge and Lascarides, 2005; Subba and Di Eugenio, 2009; Lin et al., 2009; Luong et al., 2014) .
A recent prevailing idea for discourse parsing is to train two classifiers, namely a binary structure classifier for determining whether two adjacent text units should be merged to form a new subtree, followed by a multi-class relation classifier for determining which discourse relation label should be assigned to the new subtree. The idea is proposed by Hernault and his colleagues (Duverle and Prendinger, 2009; Hernault et al., 2010a) and followed by other work using more sophisticated features (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Hernault et al., 2010b) . Current state-of-art performance for relation identification is achieved by the recent representation learning approach proposed by (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) . The proposed framework presented in this paper is similar to (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) for transforming the discourse units to the abstract representations.
Recursive Deep Learning
Recursive neural networks constitute one type of deep learning frameworks which was first proposed in (Goller and Kuchler, 1996) . The recursive framework relies and operates on structured inputs (e.g., a parse tree) and computes the representation for each parent based on its children iteratively in a bottom-up fashion. A series of variations of RNN has been proposed to tailor different task-specific requirements, including MatrixVector RNN (Socher et al., 2012 ) that represents every word as both a vector and a matrix, or Recursive Neural Tensor Network (Socher et al., 2013 ) that allows the model to have greater interactions between the input vectors. Many tasks have benefited from the recursive framework, including parsing (Socher et al., 2011b) , sentiment analysis (Socher et al., 2013) , textual entailment (Bowman, 2013), segmentation (Wang and Mansur, 2013; , and paraphrase detection (Socher et al., 2011a) .
The RST Discourse Treebank
There are today two primary alternative discourse treebanks suitable for training data: the Rhetorical Structure Theory Discourse Treebank RST-DT (Carlson et al., 2003) and the Penn Discourse Treebank (Prasad et al., 2008) . In this paper, we select the former. In RST (Mann and Thompson, 1988), a coherent context or a document is represented as a hierarchical tree structure, the leaves of which are clause-sized units called Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs). Adjacent nodes (siblings in the tree) are linked with discourse relations that are either binary (hypotactic) or multi-child (paratactic). One child of each hypotactic relation is always more salient (called the NUCLEUS); its sibling (the SATELLITE) is less salient compared and may be omitted in summarization. Multi-nuclear relations (e.g., CONJUNCTION) exhibit no distinction of salience between the units.
The RST Discourse Treebank contains 385 annotated documents (347 for training and 38 for testing) from the Wall Street Journal. A total of 110 fine-grained relations defined in (Marcu, 2000b) are used for tagging relations in RST-DT. They are subtypes of 18 original high-level RST categories. For fair comparison with existing systems, we use in this work the 18 coarse-grained relation classes, which with nuclearity attached form a set of 41 distinct relations. Non-binary relations are converted into a cascade of right-branching binary relations.
Conventionally, discourse parsing in RST-DT involves the following sub-tasks: (1) EDU segmentation to segment the raw text into EDUs, (2) tree-building. Since the segmentation task is essentially clause delimitation and hence relatively easy (with state-of-art accuracy at most 95%), we focus on the latter problem. We assume that the gold-standard EDU segmentations are already given, as assumed in other past work (Feng and Hirst, 2012) .
EDU Model
In this section, we describe how we compute the distributed representation for a given sentence based on its parse tree structure and contained words. Our implementation is based on (Socher et al., 2013) . As the details can easily be found there, we omit them for brevity.
Let s denote any given sentence, comprised of a sequence of tokens s = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w ns }, where n s denotes the number of tokens in s. Each token w is associated with a specific vector embedding e w = {e 1 w , e 2 w , ..., e K w }, where K denotes the dimension of the word embedding. We wish to compute the vector representation h s for current sentence, where h s = {h 1 s , h 2 s , ..., h K s }. Parse trees are obtained using the Stanford Parser 1 , and each clause is treated as an EDU. For a given parent p in the tree and its two children c 1 (associated with vector representation h c 1 ) and c 2 (associated with vector representation h c 2 ), standard recursive networks calculate the vector for parent p as follows:
where [h c 1 , h c 2 ] denotes the concatenating vector for children representations h c 1 and h c 2 ; W is a K × 2K matrix and b is the 1 × K bias vector; and f (·) is the function tanh. Recursive neural models compute parent vectors iteratively until the root node's representation is obtained, and use the root embedding to represent the whole sentence.
Discourse Parsing
Since recent work (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Hernault et al., 2010b) has demonstrated the advantage of combining the binary structure classifier (determining whether two adjacent text units should be merged to form a new subtree) with the multi-class classifier (determining which discourse relation label to assign to the new subtree) over the older single multi-class classifier with the additional label NO-REL, our approach follows the modern strategy but trains binary and multi-class classifiers jointly based on the discourse structure tree. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a discourse parse tree. Each node e in the tree is associated with a distributed vector h e . e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and e 6 constitute the leaves of trees, the distributed vector representations of which are assumed to be already obtained from convolution in Section 4. Let N r denote the number of relations and we have N r = 41.
Binary (Structure) Classification
In this subsection, we train a binary (structure) classifier, which aims to decide whether two EDUs or spans should be merged during discourse tree reconstruction.
Let t binary (e i , e j ) be the binary valued variable indicating whether e i and e j are related, or in other words, whether a certain type of discourse relations holds between e i and e j . According to Figure 2 , the following pairs constitute the training data for binary classification: t binary (e 1 , e 2 ) = 1, t binary (e 3 , e 4 ) = 1, t binary (e 2 , e 3 ) = 0, t binary (e 3 , e 6 ) = 0, t binary (e 5 , e 6 ) = 1
To train the binary classifier, we adopt a threelayer neural network structure, i.e., input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. Let H = [h e i , h e j ] denote the concatenating vector for two spans e i and e j . We first project the concatenating vector H to the hidden layer with N binary hidden neurons. The hidden layer convolutes the input with nonlinear tanh function as follows:
where G binary is an N binary * 2K convolution matrix and b binary denotes the bias vector.
The output layer takes as input L binary (e i ,e j ) and generates a scalar using the linear function U binary · L binary (e i ,e j ) + b. A sigmod function is then adopted to project the value to a [0,1] probability space. The execution at the output layer can be summarized as:
(2) where U binary is an N binary × 1 vector and b * binary denotes the bias. g(·) is the sigmod function.
Multi-class Relation Classification
If t binary (e i , e j ) is determined to be 1, we next use variable r(e i , e j ) to denote the index of relation that holds between e i and e j . A multi-class classifier is train based on a three-layer neural network, in the similar way as binary classification in Section 5.1. Concretely, a matrix G Multi and bias vector b Multi are first adopted to convolute the concatenating node vectors to the hidden layer vector L multi (e i ,e j ) :
We then compute the posterior probability over labels given the hidden layer vector L using the softmax and obtain the N r dimensional probability vector P (e 1 ,e 2 ) for each EDU pair as follows:
P (e 1 ,e 2 ) (i) = exp(S (e 1 ,e 2 ) (i))
where U multi is the N r × 2K matrix. The i th element in P (e 1 ,e 2 ) denotes the probability that i t h relation holds between e i and e j . To note, binary and multi-class classifiers are trained independently.
Distributed Vector for Spans
What is missing in the previous two subsections are the distributed vectors for non-leaf nodes (i.e., e 4 and e 5 in Figure 1 ), which serve as structure and relation classification. Again, we turn to recursive deep learning network to obtain the distributed vector for each node in the tree in a bottom-up fashion. Similar as for sentence parse-tree level compositionally, we extend a standard recursive neural network by associating each type of relations r with one specific K × 2K convolution matrix W r . The representation for each node within the tree is calculated based on the representations for its children in a bottom-up fashion. Concretely, for a parent node p, given the distributed representation h e i for left child, h e j for right child, and the relation r(e 1 , e 2 ), its distributed vector h p is calculated as follows:
where b r(e 1 ,e 2 ) is the bias vector and f (·) is the non-linear tanh function.
To note, our approach does not make any distinction between within-sentence text spans and cross-sentence text spans, different from (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Joty et al., 2013) 
Cost Function
Suppose we have M 1 binary training samples and M 2 multi-class training examples (M 2 equals the number of positive examples in M 1 , which is also the non-leaf nodes within the training discourse trees). The cost function for our framework with regularization on the training set is given by:
J binary (e i , e j ) = −t(e i , e j ) log p(t(e i , e j ) = 1)
Backward Propagation
The derivative for parameters involved is computed through backward propagation. Here we illustrate how we compute the derivative of J multi (e i , e j ) with respect to different parameters. For each pair of nodes (e i , e j ) ∈ multi, we associate it with a N r dimensional binary vector R(e i , e j ), which denotes the ground truth vector with a 1 at the correct label r(e i , e j ) and all other entries 0. Integrating softmax error vector, for any parameter θ, the derivative of J multi (e i , e j ) with respect to θ is given by:
where ⊗ denotes the Hadamard product between the two vectors. Each training pair recursively backpropagates its error to some node in the discourse tree through [{W r }, {b r }], and then to nodes in sentence parse tree through [W, b] , and the derivatives can be obtained according to standard backpropagation (Goller and Kuchler, 1996; Socher et al., 2010) .
Additional Features
When determining the structure/multi relation between individual EDUs, additional features are also considered, the usefulness of which has been illustrated in a bunch of existing work (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Hernault et al., 2010b; Joty et al., 2012) . We consider the following simple text-level features:
• Tokens at the beginning and end of the EDUs.
• POS at the beginning and end of the EDUs.
• Whether two EDUs are in the same sentence.
Optimization
We use the diagonal variant of AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) with minibatches, which is widely applied in deep learning literature (e.g., (Socher et al., 2011a; Pei et al., 2014) ). The learning rate in AdaGrad is adapted differently for different parameters at different steps. Concretely, let g i τ denote the subgradient at time step t for parameter θ i obtained from backpropagation, the parameter update at time step t is given by:
where α denotes the learning rate and is set to 0.01 in our approach. Elements in {W r }, W , G binary , G multi , U binary , U multi are initialized by randomly drawing from the uniform distribution [− , ], where is calculated as suggested in . All bias vectors are initialized with 0. Word embeddings {e} are borrowed from Senna (Collobert et al., 2011; Collobert, 2011) .
Inference
For inference, the goal is to find the most probable discourse tree given the EDUs within the document. Existing inference approach basically include the approach adopted in (Feng and Hirst, 2012; Hernault et al., 2010b ) that merges the most likely spans at each step and SPADE (Fisher and Roark, 2007 ) that first finds the tree structure that is globally optimal, then assigns the most probable relations to the internal nodes.
In this paper, we implement a probabilistic CKY-like bottom-up algorithm for computing the most likely parse tree using dynamic programming as are adopted in (Joty et al., 2012; Joty et al., 2013; Jurafsky and Martin, 2000) for the search of global optimum. For a document with n EDUs, as different relations are characterized with different compositions (thus leading to different vectors), we use a N r × n × n dynamic programming table P r, the cell P r[r, i, j] of which represents the span contained EDUs from i to j and stores the probability that relation r holds between the two spans within i to j. P r[r, i, j] is computed as follows:
At each merging step, a distributed vector for the merged point is calculated according to Eq. 13 for different relations. The CKY-like algorithms finds the global optimal. To note, the worst-case running time of our inference algorithm is O(N 2 r n 3 ), where n denotes the number of sentences within the document, which is much slower than the greedy search. In this work, for simplification, we simplify the framework by maintaining the top 10 options at each step.
Experiments
A measure of the performance of the system is realized by comparing the structure and labeling of the RS-tree produced by our algorithm to goldstandard annotations.
Standard evaluation of discourse parsing output computes the ratio of the number of identical tree constituents shared in the generated RS-trees and the gold-standard trees against the total number of constituents in the generated discourse trees 2 , which is further divided to three matrices: Span (on the blank tree structure), nuclearity (on the tree structure with nuclearity indication), and relation (on the tree structure with rhetorical relation indication but no nuclearity indication).
The nuclearity and relation decisions are made based on the multi-class output labels from the deep learning framework. As we do not consider nuclearity when classifying different discourse relations, the two labels attribute [N] [S] and attribute [S] [N] made by multi-class classifier will be treated as the same relation label ATTRIBUTE. (Joty et al., 2013; Feng and Hirst, 2014; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) .
Also, we do not train a separate classifier for NU-CLEUS and SATELLITE identification. The nuclearity decision is made based on the relation type produced by the multi-class classifier.
Parameter Tuning
The regularization parameter Q constitutes the only parameter to tune in our framework. We tune it on the 347 training documents. Concretely, we employ a five-fold cross validation on the RST dataset and tune Q on 5 different values: 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5. The final model was tested on the testing set after parameter tuning.
Baselines
We compare our model against the following currently prevailing discourse parsing baselines:
HILDA A discourse parser based on support vector machine classification introduced by Hernault et al. (Hernault et al., 2010b) . HILDA uses the binary and multi-class classifier to reconstruct the tree structure in a greedy way, where the most likely nodes are merged at each step. The results for HILDA are obtained by running the system with default settings on the same inputs we provided to our system.
Joty et al
The discourse parser introduced by Joty et al. (Joty et al., 2013) . It relies on CRF and combines intra-sentential and multi-sentential parsers in two different ways. Joty et al. adopt the global optimal inference as in our work. We reported the performance from their paper (Joty et al., 2013) .
Feng and Hirst
The linear-time discourse parser introduced in (Feng and Hirst, 2014) which relies on two linear-chain CRFs to obtain a sequence of discourse constituents.
Ji and Eisenstein
The shift-reduce discourse parser introduced in (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) which parses document by relying on the distributed representations obtained from deep learning framework. Additionally, we implemented a simplified version of our model called unified where we use a unified convolutional function with unified parameters [W sen , b sen ] for span vector computation. Concretely, for a parent node p, given the distributed representation h e i for left child, h e j for right child, and the relation r(e 1 , e 2 ), rather than taking the inter relation between two children, its distributed vector h p is calculated:
Performance
Performances for different models approaches reported in Table 1 . And as we can observe, although the proposed framework obtains comparable result compared with existing state-of-state performances regarding all evaluating parameters for discourse parsing. Specifically, as for the three measures, no system achieves top performance on all three, though some systems outperform all others for one of the measures. The proposed system achieves high overall performance on all three, although it does not achieve top score on any measure. The system gets a little bit performance boost by considering text-level features illustrated in Section 5.6. The simplified version of the original model underperforms against the original approach due to lack of expressive power in convolution. Performance plummets when different relations are uniformly treated, which illustrates the importance of taking into consideration different types of relations in the span convolution procedure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we describe an RST-style text-level discourse parser based on a neural network model. The incorporation of sentence-level distributed vectors for discourse analysis obtains comparable performance compared with current state-ofart discourse parsing system. Our future work will focus on extending discourse-level distributed presentations to related tasks, such as implicit discourse relation identification or dialogue analysis. Further, once the tree structure for a document can be determined, the vector for the entire document can be obtained in bottom-up fashion, as in this paper. One can now investigate whether the discourse parse tree is useful for acquiring a single document-level vector representation, which would benefit multiple tasks, such as document classification or macro-sentiment analysis.
